Vision did not arise and evolve merely so that individuals might "see" things but rather so that they might act on and interact with their habitat. Thus it might be misleading to study vision without looking also at its natural coupling to vital action. Here we investigate this problem in a simulation study of the simplest kind of visually guided foraging by a species of two-dimensional hypothetical animal called the (diurnal) paddler. In a previous study, we developed a hypothetical animal called the archaepaddler, which used positive phototaxis to forage for autoluminescent prey in a totally dark environment (the deep sea). Here we discuss possible visual mechanisms that allow (diurnal) paddlers to live in shallower water, foraging for light-reflecting prey in ambient light. The modification consists of two stages. In the first stage, Weber adaptation compresses the retinal illumination into an acceptable range of neural firing frequencies. In the second stage, high-pass filtering with lateral inhibition separates background responses from foreground responses. We report on a number of parameter studies conducted with the foraging diurnal paddler, in which the influence of dark-light adaptation and lateral inhibition on foreground-background segregation and foraging performance ("fitness") are quantified. It is shown that the paddler can survive adequately for a substantial range of parameters that compromises between discarding as much unwanted visual (background) information as possible and retaining as much information on potential prey as possible. Parameter values that optimize purely visual performance, such as foreground-background segregation, are not always optimal for foraging performance, and vice versa. This article shows that studies of vision might indeed require more serious consideration of the goals of vision and the ethogram of the studied organisms than has been customary.
Introduction
Vision usually is studied without: direct recourse to suitable actions of the studied organism. Because the couphng of animals to their habitat concerns ,1 loop of processes of the type sensory -interpretivemotor -habitatsensory -~ purely visual studies might give a rather limited and biased view of visually guided organism-habitat interactions (Gibson. ) ~7~; van de Grind. 1l)1)()). In prillciple, electrophysiological studies of 17cli,1,~iiig ,1I1in1.1ls provide one possibility for il11proving this situation. However, this approach is virtua))v ilttpossihlu in the case of soft-bodied or slllall animals, Uiifio;tuii;itL'lj;, it is in these animats prinlarily that visually guided behavior should be studied, as such study would provide some insight into thc evolutionary beginnings and e.1r1y development of this behavior. Even in larger ,1I1im,1!s, there is hardly ,1 possibility to use &dquo;in-eco&dquo; l'kctrophysiology tor other than rattier simple (nonvit,11) actions. such as making ,In eye saccade or pushing a button. The present hypothetical anima) approach otters .1n alternative. 1» such a computer-simuhtion study, a )iypot)ieticat anima) that performs some naturat .1l'tion is developed, and then the influence of ,111 processes involved in the continuous perception-action loop is studied white this loop is in place and complete. Of course. the iltitial approaches are bound to be a bit clumsy. One first needs an acceptable pl.1ttlHln that wit) pertorm the simulated .1ction BB'ith sufficient dexterity. The action must be Ilatural and it must 11L' simutated in a physically ,1nd biologicll1y rea)istic way and in sufficient detail. Once a desirable cluality of the ptatform is achieved, one can &dquo;play&dquo; with all the interactions and, ill the context of studies of vision, study the contribution of ,111 sorts of visua) mechanisms to the behavior being investigated. This general idea motivated us to embark on an extensive study in which I1~;_ pothetical animals perform natural actions in a biologically pl.1usible way and the aiiiiiial-habitat interactions are physiolly realistic. Our hypothetica) ,1I1imals do not mimic specific re,11 ~1I1im,1Is; rattier, we aim for .1 reahstic embodiment of specific perception-action lo<>p;. The success of this approach depends on the biological realism of each of the aspects of the perception-action loop and is not measured by whether the results reproduce the behavior of ,1 specific living anima). After all, there are many l11issing links in the evolution of, say, navigation behavior, but that does not prL'cluLic the development of reasonable theories as long as the known (physica) and biological) boundary conditions are meticulously taken into consideratioll.
We recently have designed and simutated ,1 species of hypothetical deep-sea ani»lal, c;i11<d ~n-clmrlmclcllcr, that hunts autolultliltrsceltt prey, clIled ~'/('H'/'f)/~. in an otherwise dark surround (Berlin tW all de Grind, lv9<». Because the anima) lives in the va'ater layer just above the bottom of the deep sea, wc largely ignore the third dimension, OSSC'I1C1'lll~' modeling the anima) in two-dimellsiol1al space. The anima) s foraging behavior is phototaxic.' and the rathrr primitive eyes drive the contraiatera) paddles, There arc several levels of detail in which acting anil11als can be 1110dekd. In gener.il, more complex beiiaviors are best modeled at a higher, more schematic level of description (e.g., (B''rbac) io <!B Arbib, I v<)5), with luss relevant. lower-level hiohlmsical aspects approximated or taken tor granted (e.g.. the physics of lorontotiolt-thc anima) might be able to move two steps forward and one to the side). However, because they are its interactions with its environment, the animals actions directiv inflt1L'lh'e the ,1I1in1.11B sensory input. Therefore. studies in which sensorimotor behavior is modeled at a lower level of lkscriptioll (e.g., Clitf, Hti;lJaii<I; c&dquo; Harvey, )~'~3: Ekeberg, L1I1sner &: CTrilllter. 1 ~)~)5; Ceruse L't ,1B., )~~5), and also studies aiming at realistic animation of behavior (L'.g., Tcrzc>poulos, Tu t~ Crzcszczuk. )~~4) do explicitly mode) these physicat aspects.
I11 our model. we simulate the physicat processes of It1Ct1111t1C1()1t in Wit~'1t-i111C dL't,1i1, making thc paddling realistic enough to view it as an adequate mode) of reatanima) p,1ddling (13ertill &: van dc (.rind. 1 < > < > < » Hecause tile anatotnica) and physica) parameters ,ll1owed ,1l11ple B',1ri,ltion before the titr.l~io~ tlu.llitv beg,1I1 to break <I<>,,.ii, the simulated animal can be viewed as occupying a stab)e region oh &dquo;design&dquo; space (in the sense t7t Domett. )'~5). ,1110wing some genorypicll variation, It is interesting to note tli,it the geometry of sui It an animat depends on habitat factors, such .1'i prey density and spatia) prey distribution, and on the simutated behaviorat ti~r.l~ilt~,tr'ltu~w. (flanges of the habitat or behavioral strategy (or both) are reflected immediately in the body geometry as required for optima) performance (Bertin and van de Grind. 1 ~)')l,). Here we take as our starting p01I1t the average padd!er and average habitat of the previous study and study the influence of increasing visual sophistication on the phototaxic foraging success. The foraging strategy, as embodied ill the .1l1iIl1,dB nervous system, is the same ,1'i that used ill the previous study: Move in the direction of the strongest tight response. This response is not ,1n unprocessed rdkctioll ot the light distribution, as that would elluil continuous course changes. leather, the eyes have simpte (C;,1lISSiall) tuning characteristics tor direction, and binocutar tacilitation gives a slight bias tor coursing straight ahead if there is prey in that direction. The visual information thus is preprocessed such that a batance 1<; struck between, Oil the one hand. as targe a tield of view as possible (maxinnzanon of illtt)J&dquo;[l1,ltioll) and. 011 the other hand. the possibility of concentrating setectivety on only ,1 smati part of the visual tield. This compromise depends, of course, on the animats habitat (Bei-tlii & van de Grind, 1 9V6; scc also Cliff & l3ullork, 1 ~)~)3, tor a shght)y ditl'erent approach). The resulting navigation is a rather uncomplicated kind of visual navigation, which we eall ph<>I<>I<i.,'I<' j3nigiijg.
Light is food, and the strongest light is the most or the nearcst tood.
The archaepaddlers of the previous study lived in a dark environment, and any tight L,lob was regarded as food (a ~lowball). Thus, there was no problem segregating object and background, and there was no need for contrast enhancement or separate ON or OFF channels.'' In this article, we report an our study of the case of al evolving group of paddlers moving toward shallower water, where background light starts to interfere with the detection of aLitOILI111iiiesceilt prey. In the new habitat, different prey is available that renects more light than it produces. Evcn nonrefiecting edible objects (e.g., silhouetted against the bright surface right above our hunting paddlers) might become a meal if the paddlers visual system could develop dark object-detecting capabilities. One need not simulate the evolution process itself in this case, as it is know that evolving visual systems' standard response to these ch,1l1enges is to develop ON and OFF (or ON/OFF) mlls and lMCe1-,11 inhibition to aid foreground-background segregation. One can view the Llllltlltll vlvUal system as a paradigm in this respect (Harthne & Rathff, 1~)7~).
It is obvious, however, that this is not sutficient. One also needs to introduce circuitry to allow li~ht and dark adaptation, so that the ON and OFF units can function satisfactorily over a wide range of background luminances, without thc risk of saturation at higher luminance levels and loss of precious information at low levels. We therefore implemented one of the simplest and most ubiquitous adaptation principles: Weber's-)aw adaptation (see, tor example, BOUI11,111 , van de Griii<I & Zuidema. 1985;  Shaptey & Enroth-CugelL )9H4). Ao interesting property of this type of adaptation is that it emphasizes reflectance (Shaplry ck Enroth-Cugell, 1984) . Nothip in the principles on which the resulting visu.ll system is based is surprising or yet it is certainty not a priori clear that the new species of paddlcr equipped with this extremely simple diurnal visual system call forage successfully in shallow water at a variety of background li~ht lmls. fo particular, it is not a priori clear whether (and how much) lateral inhibition or tight-dark adaptation contribute to foraging success. To study the latter issue, wc tirst develop a quality measure for the foraging behavior (which requires side-stepping the notorious &dquo;traveling salesman problem&dquo;) and then study the ilouenre of various parameters of the visual system on tills quahty measure. Alsc~, the performance ot the previous arrl7aepacicilrr can serve as a performance reference, to be called the dtlrk ro/cwmuco. This is possible because. i11 :1 si111ul.ltic711, c)11r latl trnllst(7rn1 t1W rlWirc711111e11t c7t <l (ljiurllal) h,lliclllr illtc7 .1 deep-sea habitat by setting the background tevet at zero. Then the deep-sea p,1ddler (,1rchal'paddler, or dark reference) can hunt i11 the transformed environment, and its performance can serve as an adaptation-free and inhibition-tree reference B'a)ue. The importance of adaptation and inhibitioll can thus be appreciated by companng the performance of a diurna) p,1ddkr with the performance of m1 archaepaddter in the same environment.
To keep the exposition sufhcientiy simple. wr deonphasize the detection of objects darker than the background and concentrate o11 the detection of objects brighter than the background. The simulation allows us to quantify the merits tor hunting success of taterat inhibition and c7f the automatic gain control c7f Weber's law. Pitting these different ,1spects of ,>I;I<>ii ,1g,lÍJlSt one another is pc7ssihle (111)' in this particular kmd c7f approach. witll an explicit and hic7lcyienllv re,IS011.lbk measure of success for the ensuing visually guided behavior. This approach introduces exciting perspectives for testing theories of vision and. i11 another report. w· will test ,1 theory of motion vision, Here the nhnn question is. What is the rotative meritofiatera) inhibition (of a simple Limulu'i type) and of Weber adaptation, atone or in combmanon. for simpte B'isu,1I1y guided hunting (phototaxic 1l,1B'ig,ltioll) 111 a ;li,ill<>,,. aquatic ~'llB'll-()111111I1C with variable background light levels?
he Diurnal Paddler The dturnat paddter. ,1 new species, is Wrv simitar 111 many respects to its predecessor. the ,1rcluepaddkr. It has a roundish body with padd)es ,it the back ,1I1d compound eyes up front. Figure ) I illustratus the network of ,1 single cartridge' behind the I,ii<cr c7f LHer,111y inhibiting photoreceptor i ulls (here numbered ti'ol11 ithrough ; i + 2). Each photoreceptor acts as a Weber machine (13ou111a11, van de Crilld ~B. Zuidel11,1. )9H5). which is described tater. The i n, cartridge gets a centra) input ( J J ]) from the i 'n receptor and a &dquo;surround&dquo; input (,~,) consisting c7f the weighted sum of ft', and the output of the nearest ii<iglibvr; to the kft, r (',-1, and right. r 1',+ I. Neurone 3 calculates the S-signal as:
This choice is convenient as it allows us to change the balance between a pure centerdrive of ,~ (no lateral inhibition, only vrlf-iohibition) and a pure surrounci-drive (no : an inhibition; -o: a shunting inhibition (here with the scaling constant Iv). @ is used to indicate a dividing neurone; @ indicates a summator; 0 a multiplier, and G a leaky integrator. The photoreceptors have a gain of 10.0. The white box shows the clipping function performed by all cells: f = 1 (1-' and I, = 100. self-inhibition) by changing C from oo to 0. For C = 1, all three inputs contribute equally to S (each one-third). The S-signal then passes through a leaky integrator with time-constant T, to &dquo;average&dquo; it a bit and thus make the filtered version of this &dquo;center-surround&dquo; signal, (S~, somewhat more sluggish than the center signal W. Neurones 4 and 5 calculate the clipped values of H/ -(S) and (S~ -W, respectively. Clippillg, in this case, means that the outputs (real numbers representing firing frequencies) are zero if the difference of the input signal pair is lower than a positive thrcshold 1 Gt5 0 (for implementation-technical reasons, we actually chose 1= lU-5). If the lower clipping limit is exceeded, the outputs are equal to the difference of their inputs until a saturation level of h = 100 is reached, which is the upper clipping level. This clipping applies to all neurones and will be symbolized as clij7[.;] , with x the input to the clipping stage.
where I §(I(.;; T] is a leaky integrator with input x, time-constant T, and a gaiti of 1. , The outputs of neurones 4 and 5 thus have the character of an ON and an OFF signal, respectively. These two signals are added in neurone ~&horbar;each weighted as indicated in Figure I -to obtain the signal .-1, which is the output signal of the individual cartridges. Thus. we combine the ON and OFF components in one ON/OFF signa) for further processing. This entails no loss of information in the separate channels and simplities the simulations. The ON and OFF channels can always be separated if desired, as we have done in control experiments.
To ensure that the neurones in the ON/OFF ch,1I1I1e1, can function over ,1 wide range of luminances without danger of saturation, each photoreceptor cell works as a Weber machine measuring luminance. All anaiog consisting clt' two neurones is shown in Figure 1 . The -;il11pk trick is that neurone 2 divides its input signal. R, by a seating fictoi-that el]u,11s ,1 constant K plus ,1 10W-P,lSS filtered version. (R~, of the ilput (van de Grind, Korl~crink ~~ Houtnan. 1~)711; Kocilderilik, van de Grind <~B:
Houman. 1 c)7()). In the Weber-adaptitig photoreceptor cell, there is, of course, no clipping ultil r 1'/ is determined! The low-pass tittering by a kaky integrator (Ileuwne I, with time constant r,,.) makrs thr feedforward gain <oiit;ol sufticiently sluggish so that brief changes pass the scater before the seating factor can be adapted, In the special case I&dquo;, = I the I<;iki/ integrator loses its integrating behavior, and the Weber machine behaves like the wull-known Michaehs-Menten saturation in enzyme kiii<tic;.
In its &dquo;Weber range&dquo; (lower limit set by the constant Iv), stow and sustained input changes are tittered out by the feedforward control, which tends to keep the output of the Weber machine constant. For low background levels )lJclo,,> the Weber range (i,e., (1<..) « ~s.')~ the feedforward path h.1rdly adapts and thus has ,1 constant scale factor K, making the output linearly proportion,11 to the input. A gain factor 1/'11' is applied to the outputs of all Weber machines.
This completes the description of the two B'isu,11 modutes making up a single cartridge: the ON/OFF module and the Weber machine. We wit) change the various parameters to emphasize the role of either of these modules. It is interesting to note here that by changing just two parameters of this liglit-;i<I,iptiiig machinery, we can create a system that makes use of only the ON/OFF moduie. When the constant Iv is set to a vatue much higher than the average maximum light intensity, the Weber machine acts as a linear scater whose gain is controlled by the 1/'11 parameter.
The output of the i '~, cartridge is called. ,4,, and this is the only signal used tor further control of navigation. Here we use the same navigation strategy as was used in the ,1rch,1ep,lddler, simple phototaxic navigation. Uefore describing the &dquo;coml11,1I1d bridge&dquo; of the paddler, we need to summarize the relevant aspects of the animal s anatomy as it evoked in the previous study (lkrtin &. van overlap region is tilletiollallv important, as targets in that region probably are easier prey than are targets in the periphery. Thus, we wit) give targets in that region an extra weight (~) ill steering control. Of the 1B' = ~1~ cartridges that were simulated tor each eye. approximately 54 cartridges samp)e the binocutar region. Note that even though we mode) the anima) in two-dimensiona) space, we ,1ssume that the eyes are placed on top of the allllllal's body. Thus. occlusion by parts of the body (as suggested in Fig. 2 ) is prevented because the eves can look over these parts. T.1rgets entering the mouth are eaten immediatefv. Figure 3 illustrates how visual sign,1ls from the cartridges are combined to calculate motor commands, .1 system to which we refer as the (cmmrrmncl) hricy~o. The simple phototaxic navigation is based on the weighted sums ((.4)j and (.&dquo;-1) IJ of the visual information (.-1,) ill the left and in the right eye. The weighting [ thc retina) weighting function (RWF) is ,1 Gaussian around a visu,11 axis (f in Fig. 2 ) of optima) sensitivity, so that there is a l7uilt-ill tendency to hunt targets ill that direction unkss periphera) snacks outweigh the central visual food mass. The 1ZWF has ,1 haft-width a and gain U. Neurones in the paddlers brain clip to 11 below the lower thresllold ! (111-:;) and saturate at a level of )00. > The left: and right visu.11 signals (.4) j and (.-I~r; then are normahzed and are passed through leaky integrators (the motor neurones), w hich smooth fast variations and intraduce ,1 short-term memory tor recent maneuvers. This results in motor command
Figure 2
The paudlcr's .matomy. Thc two eyes were placed at a position of ct = YO degrees, s.1Il1plmg an .1I1gk of y~,, = )40 degrees, centered around the eye axis at # = 20 degrees. Light absorpuon by the water was approximately ().125 /~.B7w, and the direction of optimal sensitivity was at an angle e ~ &horbar;23.)S degrees to the eye axis. Thus, the d1èctive visual horizon was at D,. = 26 w, and De = 36 w. The inset shows a screendump of an artual paddler, in which all proportions are correct. Negative angles indicate rlorkwisr rotations. Valurs givcn are for the left eye: tor the right eye, multiply angles by -1. signals that are sent to the right and left paddles, respectively. In the absence of visual information, searching behavior is initiated by a circuit consisting of three mutually inhibiting neurones with stochastic spontaneous activity. Normally suppressed by visual information, these neurones alternatively become active, specifying bouts of swimming to the left, to the right, or straight ahead. In addition, a mutual inhibition between the left and right motor neuroiies results in a continuation and exaggeration of the last turn. Thus, the paddler can continue to explore when visual information ceases, initially heading back to the location it just left.
Methods

Performance indices
It has been shown that classic, positive phototaxis is an adequate strategy for foraging in a simple (deep) sea environment (Bertin & van de Grind, 1996) . The addition
Figure 3
Visuomotor network of the diurnal paddlers nervous system. The weighted sums of the .~1, responses (2 times N) from the left and right eye are projected onto, respectively. the right and the left paddles, after having been normalized and temporally averaged by leaky integrators, In the absencc of visual information, searching behavior is generated (circuit not shown). Weighting of the .9, responses is Gaussian, with a half-width (7 = 35 degrees centered around e = -23.1 t3 dcgrrrs (see Fig. 2 ), and height 11'11', Individual A, responses from the binocular tield receive an additional weight-factor n7 = (1.5. Clipping parameters are as in Fig. 1 . of background illumination is not expected to alter this drastically, provided an adaptation mechanism is present that functions over a wide range of luminances.
The actual foraging performance depends on the &dquo;tuning&dquo; of the animal's geometrical and physiological parame.ters. The following experiments address the influence of several of these parameters on the paddler's overall performance, as quantified in terms of a performance index p (see later). The symbols ~r~, g, ~, and lux will denote arhitrnry units of length, weight, time, and luminance, respectively Three paddlers were allowed to roam a large foraging environment for a fixed period of time (4000 s, with a resolution of 30 ticks per ~, during which data were collected. Every 1000 s, eaten prey were replaced. This procedure was repeated for each parameter value out of a relevant range.
During these experiments, there was no inter.1Ction or competition between the different paddlers: Thus, wc collect three independent data sets in parallel.
How do we quantit)! the foraging performance of a paddler7' This is done easily by comparing the paddlerB actual performance (the route it takes) to the optimal performance, given thc paddlrr's starting point and the distribution of giowbaHs in the world. The optima) foraging route is found, of course, by solving the traveling salesman problem. As we do not aspire to solve this problem, we dehne the following performance measure: This measure basically determines the distance traveted (&dquo;cost&dquo;) per eatoi target (Lt,./Ut). Of course. many more targets can be eaten per unit distance traveled in a high density population. Therefore, the average distance between eligible targets ((DIll)) is taken into account to decrease the dependency of ~) on target dciisity.~' The measure also takes into account the rotative caloric value of the eaten targets (&dquo;gain&dquo;;
(S,.) / ~). For a more detailed explanation of the meaning and computation of go and the various symbols. we refer the reader to the Appendix.
The value of p appro.1Ches when a paddler repeatedly takes the direct route from one target to its most protîtable neighbor, rnvsl pro/itnhlr being the amount of food obtained per unit distance traveted. When no further information on prey distribution or routing is available, this is the optima) foraging strategy (Itossler, )~74). Smaller p values indicate lesser performance; significantly higher values arc an indication that the index has become invalid (L,.g., due to a too-large (D,ll) value or because the optima) foraging can no longer be described by p).
As argued in section I, w can determine the influence of the various processes (subsystems) during the behavior they help control, by defining performance me,1-SUITS for these subsystems as well. These measures can be rotated to the overall performance of the whole animal. We used two measures to quantify the performance of thmisual system.
The first is the amount of foreground-background (F1$) segregation attained by the visual system, measured as the F13 ratio, R. It is calculated as the temporal average of the ratio (7f the average response of all cartridges responding to foreground (prey), over the average response to background: with rt + 111 = ~B', rr representing the number of cartridges whose current activity is caused by foreground (prey) plus background illuminatiol, allu 1/1 representing the remaining cartridges responding to background 111tI111111Vt1c711 only. Ideally, the lattcr average background response should be zero, and hence R = 00. In practice, transient responses can decrease T. significantly, even if after some iterations it would approach oo.
The second subsystem performance measure quantifies the amount of relevant information present ill the output of the visual system. Paddiers make use of phototaxis (i.e., they strive to balance the leftand right-eye respc7ises). To assess how much useful information is available to the paddler, we can W11OU11Ce the temporal average of the absotute difference of the n Orn1.1 B ized eye responses (see Fig. 3 ):
For adequate performance, it is expected that D will be neither too low lor too high. A too-tow value would indicate lirgely identica) eye responses due to the physica) absence of visible targets or to an untiltered, large background illulil~'ltion. This translates into a paddler moving mostly straight ahead. A too-high value indicates the opposite: For some internal or external reason, the two eyes hardly ever agree. The result is a paddler that continuously makes large course alteratiols.
Obviously, ~,~, R, and D are not avallable to the simulated paddlers but only to us as external observers, looking over the padulrr's shoulder and evaluating each of its decisions and moves.
Simulation methods
Experiments were carried out using a proprietary simulation package written in ANSI C, and run 011 HP 9()()()/73&dquo;, Sihcon Graphics 4)), and Apollo 1 )N I ( )I II )( 1 computers. We used a time step of bt = 1 /3() s; ol the Hli a simulation second takes ().()?? to ().lO real seconds per paddler. In all experiments, paddlers were &dquo;released&dquo; in a foraging space (mc~rlcl) of 150 !.!..!. square, within which 11 = 1 ? targets were distributed uniformly. The prey had a radius of ().5~1).1-1--t m (taken from a uliform distribution). Prey autoluminance was fixed at 5 x 111-~ ~ ?.xx x 1 1>~~ I_rr.v, with a reflectance of ().()5 ~ ?.H~i x 10-J (both unitl)rm), Thus, targets art vlslblc in both lorturnal and diurnal circumstances; the elective tuminance of .1 glowball i is its autoluminancc (L~,~i~) plus its rcftcctnncc (~ ~i~) times thc background illumination (L~,~.v, y]) at its lo;,itioii:
The paddlers had a radius of 2 n; and a mass of 500 K For a full listing of parameter values givil1g standard performance, wc refer the reader to Bertin and van de Grind (t99()). Parameters relevant to the current discussion are listed in the captions to Figure 2 and 3 . The threshold for switching to searching behavior and the seotopie threshold7 were set to )0'B 1'addlers venturing too far fi-oiii (i.e., loosing visual contact with) the world were replaced at a random position within the world. This is merely a trick to cope with the problems posed ly using a finite world (instead of using a toroidal world, which would be more conlplicatcd in terms of implementation). The transient effects of &dquo;te)eporting&dquo; a paddler to a new position arc negligible tor the simulation time used. It also gives a penalty to paddlers that dwell too loll~ in the boundary zone where they have not lost visual contact completely. Note that background illulllillati(m does extend beyol1d the boundaries of the world (which would not be possible in a toroidal world). Background 111L1I11111a1C1U11 is modeled by <1 function that ddines the 1001 amount of background illumination at a given location in the world. This amount is added to the illumination that an object (e.g., all eye) receives at that location.
Two different types of background illumillation were used. In rase of random (1'(~ I]ILI]IIIII,ItIOII, each ) 1 x 1-rn square has a luminance B'.1lue taken fi-oiii <1 random distribution between 0 and Lllm hi.;. These random luminances vary once every simulated second, the regimen is used as a most demanding regimen. A ramp (rp) illumination indicates a continuous luminance gradient from () lll.B-(in the upper-right corner), to LIlI.B'B lo.v (in the 10WLT-left corner of the world). This regimen emulates the effect of a stoping sea noor or light blocked by overhanging vegetation. In both cases, a moduiation (of the form cos[).5~x!<r' -(.v -y)~, with a modulation depth of 6.75%) of the avcragc background lulninallrc) is added to simulate, for example, the effect of wav~s. Thus, in the case of a ramp illumination, the backgroulld il1ul11ill<ltioll at (A-, )') is given by the following equation:
where I'~1111~) defines a gradient that: is i at ~~1, (1~ and £~,,_>, at ~.B-m.m, Vnnx)-When not filtered OL1C, a ramp illumination will cause a paddler to swim either up (stable solution) or down ~L117~Ca7~Ol~ the gradient, as it strives to equalize the response of the two eyes, turning toward the eye with the highest response, Il an environment with sutficient random background illumin,Hion, any paddter will prrtorro a random walk dictated by the background light distribution.
Experiments and Results
Internal properties: time constants and lateral inhibition
What is the influence of the tillic constants in the ON/OFF ch,1I1nels and the Weber machine? Let us first discuss the innuence on the visual performance measures. Larger time constants will, of course, result i11 longer delay and more memory effects in these integrators. This, in turn, leans that the ON/OFF channels are sloBvcr in tdlowing their input and that the Weber machine is sloBB'c in adapting to changing levels of ambient light. I11 other words, the effect of inputs lists longer.
We should study the time constant of the ON/OFF channels independent of the amount of latcral inhibition (C), given the fact that this parameter determines the inputs to the ON/OFF channels. Therefore, we also B'arieci C over its complete range from (I to x-ti-oln purl' lateral inhibition to no lateral inhibition. Figure 4 shows how variations of these parameters influences thc oB'rrall pcrformance of the diurnal paddler.
Paddlers were tested it a ramp background 111L1111111<ltl()11 regimen with Llll.&dquo; _ 15() In.v. This is vll intermediate valur, the Weber machine being in its adaptation range at the bright end of the ramp. On average, the paddlcrs experienced a background illumination of H() ~ 25 lrr.a. The time constant TII' of the Weber machine was varied between -F,,. = () and T&dquo;. = 2.3. The time constant T, of the ON/OFF channels was covaried with T,,,(sce the caption to Fig. 4 for more drtails).
At the low end of the Ti,. scale, the average background response is zero. so R = oo. For higher T,,. and T,. the foreground response increases owing to memory etyects. The background response increases flstrr than the foreground response, so R drops. Decreasing the strength of lateral inhibition (i.e., higher C values) reduces the contrast-enhancement and increases the sensitivity to global luminance fluctuations. Both effects result in a tower 'R. In all cases, the decrease of 7~ levels off above a certain value of T,,. and also above a certain value of C. For the loBvest T,,., adaptation in the ON/OFF channe ls can be so fast that the transient responses to temporal variations are too short to measure, If, in that case, there is no latel-al inhibition (C = oG), the paddler is effectively blind, and TZ is not defined (the dotted traù' for C = 00 in Fig. 4a starts only at T&dquo;, = 11.1115). Here. the average difference between the normalized eye responses (D) is zero (not shown). In the other cases, D increases with increasing T&dquo;.; longer delays in adaptation (more memory effects) cause more and more unequa) responses in the two eyes. D also increases with C, which causes a Figure 4 (a) R i,~ a tuni tum of TII' and C. The .1~,ci-.Igc ItHL'groulld-b,¡rkgroulld LitH) .1' ,i tiiii<tiiiii Of the LHer,&dquo; contiection weig)i[s .uid the (coupled) time constants, with K = Inn, I, 1/', = 1011. iiid T, = r,~., for-,I !&dquo;lInp illul1Iin.Jtion rL'gimL'n with .1 luminanre rangL' of 1 sll, PL'rtt>rln,wcL' is ilical tur TII' G_ (),( 1111. l'urtorm:mcr pro~rcssivcty decreases with mlTL'asillg C iiid inrrcasing 7',,~ in both cises, thu decrcjse at ,,ttur,a~·s. Numbers in die curves indicate thu C B-.iliic,;: error h.~r< indir;m· t.iiitiard dl'B'I,HIl'I1B.
LH-ger sl'nsitivity to variations io background I11L1111111Vt1()I1. When the time constants become too lop, a target projection movitig over the retina k,BB'es an ioer~,isiply intense set ef afterimages, which are counted as background response: 7~ decreases. Ao ,ltÎ:eril11age io the ON/OFF channel is, io fact, the second dcrivativc of the luminance input, the Weber response being the first derivativc. Therefore, an ON luminance step results in an ON response, fÓlloBVed by a (longer) OFF response. judging from direct obscrvations of the retina) activities, thc effect of ntterin~a~es is especially strong for target projections moving at high speed across the retina. Even contrast enhancement by lateral inhibition is no longer of any hclp: The Figure 4 (b) 6.~ a~,m>t T&dquo;. mad C. is ,1 lunitmn W the l.1tlT,¡lrOIlIll'Lt1!l1l wryht, iiid thl' (roupkd) time constants. with K = XX) and mn = 11)(1, for i raiiip 1lIulI1ill.1t101l [L'gi1l1l' with .1 lununanrr range of 1511. 11erforiiiaiice is best tor low T&dquo;, and tow C. Note that tor C = oo (only thr rrntral pilotoreceptor'% output IS uscd), the p.iddlers perform in .mrdiorrr way at best, tor higher T&dquo;. only. In this case. the toiilc response due to spatial httering is absent. Tlicreforc, almmt all visual illform,1tion is discarded (the paddlers arc in searrh mode almost ionU.~ntly), except ti>r the l.Ir~;rr T-&dquo;, values. which introduce their own dtsadvantages. Numbers in the curve indicate the C v.llul.'~: error bars indicate standard deviations. cross-connections cause a lateral spreading of the afterimage to the two neighbor cartridges.
How do these changes in vision affect the foraging performance as indicated by p? We fiiid a decreasing performance with increasing T,,. and C that rvelltually ICVCIS oft. Eveeptions are the blind paddlers without any lateral inhibition (C = (0) and with very short time constants: These have a very low performance, as is evident in Fig. 4b . It can also be seen that increasing the time constants in these paddlers ameliorates their performance somewhat (TZ increases; cf. Fig. 4.1 ). Owing to incre,1singly intense afterimages, performance stops increasing (and ~ decreases) when the time constants become too long. It is to be expected that for time constants still L1rger than our upper value, performance also will degrade. We pcrtormed the experiment tor relatively longer ON/OFF time constants (T, = .If T&dquo;,), and for fixed T, = 0.05.'~ In both cases, the influence of the time constallt(s) or thc amount of lateral inhibition is less apparent. In the former case, the shortest time constants give a much higher R but without a better foraging performance, Iii the latter case, performance ~.) is almost constantly good. This is an indication that over the range of time constants we studied, the time constant T, of the ON/OFF rhallel is the one with the most illf3uenrr and th;¡' die effect of lateral inhibition is most prominent at lower T,.
External properties: background luminance level
The results presented thus tar show that the diurnal paddlcr can perform adequately in an environment with all intermediate level of ambient tight. In this section, we will examine how foraging performance varies with varying a1110uIHs of ambient tight.
On the basis of the results already presented, we chose a parameter setting C = I and T&dquo;, = T, = 0.05. The resulting paddler was subjected to a large range of luminance levels in order to test its adaptive pc)tWlti,ll. I11 l11urky r()astal waters, a wrtically migrating aninlal has to rely on light generated by biotuminescence, even at relatively slllall distances below the surt;1ce: Absorption can be so strong that dayiight does Ilot reach deeper than CU) Ill (Lythgoe, I (~7()) . At the other end of the scale, in extremely clear water, a substantial portion of the spectra! frequencies preSl'l1t ill dayhght is barely absorbed in the upper few meters.
We thus studied performance without background illumination (.elll,&dquo; = 0) and IIl ,1 ramp illumination regimen with an intensity ranging from .e111.1B = 0.05 tõ nuB ~ 50,000 1 ll.v. As a reference, an archaepaddter was subjected to the same range of lunlinallrrs: The performance of this paddler in complete darkness (with the targets visible through their allCOlU117111WeI1W) is referred to as the (>'~lrk rc/trc~'. Figures 5 and ( show the '1~ ,1I1d ~) measured as a function of the background illulllinatioll averaged over the paddters paths.
The average difference between the normalized eye responses (D; see Fig. 5 ) remains fairiy constant at dark-reference level. When the average background illumination approaches the constant Iv of the Weber machine (compare trace 2 with Figure 5 D .yain,t .m·ra~~i background IIlunlll>.ltll'n. ml'.l,urnl dUlïng .1 'nIHII.ltlon BiIlIIl.tr to the Olll' 11) Figure 4 . All diurnal paddlers shown here remain close to the reference pertorntance of an archaepadd!er at C&dquo;,.~. _ ( tor at least .1 tï-,ICtlOlI of thc r.1I)ge Of illumioat~c>ns tll;it were experienced. For .)B'er.t~e b.)ckt~ruund ))tui))i)h)fio))s .)ppro.tct)ing Iv, Weber id~ipt.ItIOll OC*L-tii-,. This is vinhl~~ ,~, .)n )))cre.)se m P. Neurones ~)tur.)te at tiring level of I()() (spikes per time step), r&dquo;. = TI = <L05. C = I. Tr.1l'l' I: Iv = 1()(), n'n = 1; traic 2: Iv = iry = I : tr.ice 3: /v = mm = tOO: trai 4: reference p.)dd)er. ramh illumination; trair 5: reference paddter. random illumination. Error bars indicate standard deviation. traces 1 and 3 in Fig. 5 ), Weber adaptation begins to take place and, as a result, tile difference in response between the eyes increases, At a luminanre Ievel.1pproximately 1(I(I times hi~;h~r, D becomes constant, Its high value at these iuminance levels is caused mostly by the tact that the more variable transiellt response to a moving target projection is much larger than the toiilc&dquo; responses to the edges of that target projection. Also, a very slllall response to background illumination is noticeable, As the two eyes generally Bvill nclt receive all identic.11 a1110L111t of background 111L1171111Vtion. this tends to increase D, especially when no targets are in sight. In a 1-<lt1Cj0111 illumination, D increases much raster.
In the reference paddler, D shows a different behavior that is dictated purely by the background illumill,Hiol1. Thus, for nonzero ~,,)..B. D ,1lso increases in ,1 random illumination (thick trace, open diamonds in Fig. 5 ), but it decreases in a ramp illumination (thick trace, tilled circles in Fig. 5 ). When the average illumination approaches 8 /~.B'. D drops in both illumination regimens. This is .1 result of neurat saturation (H() photoreceptors, with a gain of lll, and a maxima) frequency of I llll) il1 the &dquo;1701'177a11Z1I1~T, center&dquo; of Figure 3 .
The importance of the Weber machine in preventing neura) saturation can be appreciated by comparing the results for mm -and n'm = h (eurvcs 1 and 3 in Fig; . 5 and (,); mil = J( means that the theoretica) tldly adapted state of the Weber machine equals the maxima) firing frequency. A sufficjent increase in illulnillation would then cause saturation, yet this does not happen to a significant degree. The separation index 'R. (which decreases for LI11'I'-> 11) also 1eB'L'ls off when D becomes constant. Its fma) B'aluc is still between three and tivc times higher than that of the reference paddler.
Finally, let us look at the foraging performance (see Fig, d ). The diurnal padd)er performs at reference lrvrl for all but the higher-background luminances, where ,1 slight drop can be observed. At those luminallces, the background inLTl',1'iingly controls the paddler's maneuvers. Note that the much earlier onset of Weber adaptation tor K = I , Ir~li-= 1 does not result in si~rliticantly worse performance. On the other hand. performance is worse (i.> is signitic1I1t1y tower than its &dquo;ideal&dquo; v,1Iue, I) at low luminances for K = lllll ,iiid = I. Here information is lost due to all insufficient gain in the Weber machine.
Decrement detection: effect of the OFF channels
How is the picture just presented altered by assigning a nonzero weight to the OFF channels? To answer this question, we repeated the experiments with 11'-= /1'+ = I , which means that both ON and OFF channels have equal votes in the paddler's visually guided behavior.
The most significant effect is that the responses to both foreground and background illumination are more or lc;s doubted, I11 some cases, such as IR = mm -1, this effect causes a anlall increase in the foreground-background separation ('~.) for the higher background luminance levels. However, 'R decreases tor zero background illumination, a result of afterimages in the OFF channels. These effects do not result in significantly di&OElig;erent overall pertormance (p). Figure 6 ) ,lg,lImt .1B'er.¡ge b,ll'kgwulld dIUlIlIlI,1tllJlI: pLTli,rm,1I1l'L' r mc.~,urr.1 dUrllIg the slmul.ttlOIl shlJWII III Figure 5 . (.Hearty, pertonnance of .)11 dtnrna) p,itidlcr; rL'I11,lim on the dark-reterence c Irvcl tor the l'omplete r.1I1ge of b,ll'kgrollnd dl1l111111.ltiom, despite the illrre,lse ill D visible 1IJ FigurL' 5. NOlL' th,B[, ,It low background dh1lJ1I11.1tloll, whell It <..iii st)t) tnorc or less sep.¡r.1te t.ir~rU Irom the background, the ,¡rd1.1ep.lddler pLTIl)rlm better III ,I r.lmp reglluell. However, ,it 11Igh b,ll'kgfllulld dlulIlIlLItIOIl. perll)fBlI,1IJl'e is somewh.1t better 111 ,) r,lIIdolll rL'gimell. Now the distractioll of the r.n)do))))ych.)))g)nt.; h.~ik~~rc,u»d icnaplrtcly gllllles the paddlrr, prrvr»nn~ it Irom sBBiiut))i))g In str.lIght paths. Trace I: K = )())).)r~=)~trace2:AJ=H'~=):trace3:~~:H'!)=)~'~t''ace4:retere)]cepadd)cr.r.)n)p tllunun,~tim: A clearer eti~~et can be tl)lll1d tor other combin,Hions of the til11l' constants and the amount of lateral inhibition. For strong lateral inhibition (low C) and small time constants, R increases with respect to the case 1/'-= 0. whereas it decreases tor tower lateral inhibition or for higher time constants (or both). These effects are visible also in the overall performance. They can be explained by a stronger (or, respectively, wl',1ker) tonic response to the edges of target projections, which provides a more solid foundation tor visual decisions amid the much more variable transient respollses.
Discussion
We have studied simple visually guided foraging in a diurnalenviron1llent. Ambient tight provides a means for detecting targets (from reflection), but it also introduces the need to &dquo;discount the background&dquo; in phototaxic foraging. A mechanism is needed to distinguish object illumination from background illumin.1tion and to do this reliably over a wide range of background intensities. We therefore borrowed the ideas of Weber adaptation and laCet'al inhibition from the literature on vision research and studied whether one or both sufhce to solve the problem of object segregation under a wide range of ambient tight intensities. At a given level of ambient light. Bve find a rather large range of time constants and lateral inhibition ratios for which adequate (near-optimal) behavior results, both in terms of foreground-background segregation at the rrtil7al level and in terms of the padd)er's foraging performance. I1 gennal, we find that performance is best for short time constants and a s177a11 lateral inhibition fi-.ictioii. The latter means that the ON/OFF cl7an17el compares the center of its receptive tield to a measure of the activity in its entire receptive tield, where the surround weighs it least as much as the center. As a result, the paddler effectivety detects only the edges of targets. Edges (spatial variations) give rise to a tonic response. Low time constant values mean that both tilters in the adapting system respond to changes with minim,11 delay, and do not &dquo;sme,1r out&dquo; events in time. Tempera) variations thus give rise to a short transient 1'CSP()IISC. With weak lateral inhibition ()ar~e tatera) inhibition ratios), ollv short to very short time constants give rise to adequate performance. With 170 lateral inhibition at all, more tempera) integration is needed and, at best, mediocre performance results for long time constants. The importance of tatera) inhibition C1I1 best be secl7 at intermediate levels of background illumination, where the Weber 117;llhillr's transition from a passive scaier to an adaptive scilei-takes place. Ill this range, lateral inhibition is crucial to filter out g)oba) tuminance information that would otherwise get through. For stronger background illumination, the Weber n7arhi17e's response becomes transient, responding only to the changes in retina) illumination caused by target projections moving across the retina. In short, dark-light adaptation in this mode) is best when local changes are detected with respect to (more) global constancy. In this way, the presence of a target can be detected against the background. Using this Bvell-kl7owll principle, we fmd that over a substantial range of ambient light levels, foraging performance can be on ,t par with the performance of an archaepaddter ill its own habitat (the dark reference, as ciet-iiied in section 1). The limits of this range of good performance depend on the scaling constant and on the gain of thc Weber machine. The scaling constant defines a level of input above which the Weber machine makes a transition from a passive filter (scaling with a constant) to -,in active, adaptively scaling fitter.
A high ambient light level can cause large responses in the ON and OFF channels. A large scaling constant then will result in better performance. However, depending on the gain, the Weber machine's output might become su1)threshold for low levels of ambient light or complete darkness, resulting in SLIbOpC1171a1 performance. Therefore, a large seating constant with a low gain may be brllcticial for life at very high luminance levels but becomes a handicap at lower light levels. On the other hand, a too-low scaling constant is sLlbOpC1111a1 as adaptive scaling can then be initiated too soon. This means that no efficient use is made of the nervous system bandwidth and preeious information can get lost. A compromise must (and can) be found between these two extremes if hunting is necessary both at high and at low background levels. In the given model, detection of prey is possible over a wide range of ambient light levels, using just one type of photoreceptor. This range call be tuned to the paddler's need by adjusting just three parameters of the tight-adapting system (where the two parameters of the Weber machine can have identical values). 111 this way, paddlers that live in absolutely dark to (moderately) light environments can make do with the same mechanism that allows survival in moderately light to very bright environments, An interesting finding is that a dark-light adapting system with the best foregroundbackground segregation does not necessarily cause the best foraging performance. Optimal foreground-background separation for intermediate levels of ambient light occurs, for example, tor smatt time constants, without lateral inhibition, I11 that case performance is very bad, being based solely on blind search: All visual information is filtered out so fast that visual guidance of the behavior is inlpossible. O11 the other hand, good performance can result within a range of foreground-background rrsponse ratios ranging from as low as approximately 5 up to values several orders of magnitude higher. Simitarty, the OFF channel does not contribute to the information carried by the ON channel in such a way that it significantly improves overall performance. For some settings, performance is even worse! Therefore, given the task of detecting objects that reflect ambient light, it seems better not to use OFF channels. This changes, of course, if dark objects (intercepting ambient light) become important either as prey or as predator. It therefore appears that OFF channels tind their use exclusively ill that realm.
A side effect of dark-light adaptation by the present mechanism is that prcy are detected by their edges only. This means that size information, indicating distance to (or &dquo;electibility&dquo; of) the prey, is no longer present in terms of the total light response. With the current simple foraging strategy, this lack of information is not a problem, but it can become problematic when more rlaboratr foraging strategies arisc. Io the latter case, it is necessary to process information about contrast and edges ratlllr than merely light information. In principle, size information can be retrieved by matching the edges and co117paring their local sign value or by propagating neural activity (&dquo;filling in&dquo;) inside matched edges. In the present two-dimensiona) implementation of the mode) (i.e., with a oiie-diiiieiisloiiil retina), correct matching of the edges is problematic. In a two-dimensional retina belonging to a three-dimensional model, the edges belonging to one target ratl, in principle, form a closed (elliptical) pattern of activity and thus be lumped, This would Imd to <I kind of silhouette vision. leather than following this direction of more sophisticated object analysis, it appears to be nlorr pi-ofitible tor foraging success to analyze better where objects are and where they are going. Al7ythi17~ of the proper size that call bc hunted down can then be tasted or courted. The same ON/OFF cliiiiiiels as are employed by the system just described can be connected in a different way to term retin,11 image motion detectors similar to those reported in the tly (Franceschini. ltichlr ~ le Nestour. 1 ~)~O; Et;rlhaaf ck Borst. 1 <>9?, 1 L)()J). Such eiementary motion detectors are a necessary condition tor extracting information from the optic now. such as information on speed and direction of yolllotioll and time to contact to external objects. Paddler'i with such enhanced capabilities of visual analysis will be described elsewhere.
From our findings, it is clear that the visual system should be tuned to the task and environment in order to achieve satisfactory performance. This emphasizes the need tor an approach to vision as described in this article, an approach that studies <1 complete perception-action cycle rather than the visual system in isolatioll. The parameters of the visual system might depend more strongly on the requirements of interacting with the world than on requirements to &dquo;see&dquo; the world optimally.
Given this insight, it is interesting to note that another way to study such dependencies is by use of (unsupervised) evolutionary methods (e.g., genetic algorithms). l'resently, efficient techniques tor &dquo;coding&dquo; neural networks in genomic information are becoming readily available (e.g., Gruau, 1~)~)-L), making it feasible to embark o11 this kind of study (see, for example. Bccr & GaHagher, l L>9?; Cliff et al., 1 cW j), which can provide unexpected new results. It should be noted, however, that the parametric studies presented in this irticle wit) continue to be useful to analyze the results (r.t;., those in Cliff et al., lc)~)3) of such unsupervised evolution.
Of all mentioned terms, DIIIIII is the most problematic, as its calculation requires that we solve the traveling salesman problem, a feat of which we are not capable without putting constraints on the g)owbat) population. To approximate DIIIIII for any given glowball population, we therefore resort to a simp)er strategy. First we estimate the average C D & d q u o ; , ) of nll distances to the nlost profitable next target from the position of each prey (&dquo;eating positions&dquo;), in a way described later in algorithmic fashion. Then Bvr approximate DIIIIII as the product of the number of eaten prey during the whole foraging run The average minima) distance (Dill) in a prey distribution is determined by an algorithm that takes into account information from both the prey distribution (caloric value and distance) and the pa~i~il~r'.s capabilities (its field of view). To account for variations ill the prey distribution. ~D is calculated sevrral times during each 51111t11a1C1011 rlltl. I11 thr following pseuBdoco/de descriptiull, ri stamls tor thr nulllber , simulation run. In the following pseudocode description. II stands for the number of times (Dill) has been calculated in the current run.
.
